
 

Algebra Based Physics !
Unit 4: Atomic Origins and Structure 

  
Number of  Days: 45 

Unit Focus !
Essential Questions 

!
Next Generation 

Standards 

!
Disciplinary Core Ideas(DCI) 

   

In this unit of study, students use investigations, 
simulations, and models to makes sense of the 
substructure of atoms and to provide more mechanistic 
explanations of the properties of substances. Chemical 
reactions, including rates of reactions and energy 
changes, can be understood by students at this level in 
terms of the collisions of molecules and the 
rearrangements of atoms. Students are able to use the 
periodic table as a tool to explain and predict the 
properties of elements. Students are expected to 
communicate scientific and technical information about 
why the molecular-level structure is important in the 
functioning of designed materials. The crosscutting 
concepts of structure and function, patterns, energy and 
matter, and stability and change are called out as the 
framework for understanding the disciplinary core 
ideas. Students use developing and using models, 
planning and conducting investigations, using 
mathematical thinking, and constructing explanations 
and designing solutions. Students are also expected to 
use the science and engineering practices to 
demonstrate proficiency with the core ideas.

!
1. Where did matter come 

from? 

2. How has our understanding 
of the structure of matter 
changed? 

3. How many types of 
electric charge are there? 
What are they named?  !

4. Which particle of an atom 
carries a positive charge? 
Which carries the negative 
charge?  !

5. Why is it that when you 
take off a sweater in a dark 
room you can see tiny 
sparks and hear a crackling 
sound?  !

6. Compare and contrast 
Coulomb’s Law with 
Newton’s Law of 
Universal Gravitation.  

!
HS-PS1-1. 
HS-PS1-2. 
HS-PS1-3. 
HS-PS1-8 
HS-PS2-6. 
HS-PS4-3 

!
PS1.A: Structure and Properties 

of Matter !
PS1.B: Chemical Reactions !
PS2.B: Types of Interactions !
HS-ETS1-3: Evaluate a solution 
to a complex real-world problem 
based on prioritized criteria and 
trade-offs that account for a 
range of constraints !
HS-ETS1-4: Use a computer 
simulation to model the impact 
of proposed solutions to a 
complex real-world problem 
with numerous criteria and 
constraints on interactions 
within and between systems 
relevant to the problem.
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!
!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!
Link to Unit 4: Atomic Origins 

and Structure

!
https://njctl.org/courses/science/

chemistry/atomic-origins/ !
https://njctl.org/courses/science/

chemistry/atomic-structure/ 

!
• All teachers must register 

at https://njctl.org/ 
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https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
https://njctl.org/
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!
NGSS Framework 

Disciplinary Core Ideas Crosscutting Concepts
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Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 

• Plan and conduct an investigation 
individually and collaboratively to produce 
data to serve as the basis for evidence, and in 
the design: decide on types, how much, and 
accuracy of data needed to produce reliable 
measurements and consider limitations on the 
precision of the data (e.g., number of trials, 
cost, risk, time), and refine the design 
accordingly. (HS-PS2-5) 

Developing and Using Models 

•  Modeling in 9–12 builds on K–8 and 
progresses to using, synthesizing, and 
developing models to predict and show 
relationships among variables between 
systems and their components in the natural 
and designed world(s).  

• Use a model to predict the relationships 
between systems or between components of a 
system. 

Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions  

• Constructing explanations and designing 
solutions in 9–12 builds on K–8 experiences 
and progresses to explanations and designs 
that are supported by multiple and 
independent student-generated sources of 
evidence consistent with scientific ideas, 
principles, and theories.  

• Construct and revise an explanation based on 
valid and reliable evidence obtained from a 
variety of sources (including students’ own 
investigations, models, theories, simulations, 
and peer review) and the assumption that 
theories and laws that describe the natural 
world operate today as they did in the past and 
will continue to do so in the future.

PS1.A: Structure and Properties of Matter  

• Each atom has a charged substructure 
consisting of a nucleus, which is made of 
protons and neutrons, surrounded by 
electrons.  

• The periodic table orders elements 
horizontally by the number of protons in 
the atom’s nucleus and places those with 
similar chemical properties in columns. 
The repeating patterns of this table reflect 
patterns of outer electron states. 

• The structure and interactions of matter at 
the bulk scale are determined by electrical 
forces within and between atoms. 

PS1.B: Chemical Reactions  

• The fact that atoms are conserved, 
together with knowledge of the chemical 
properties of the elements involved, can 
be used to describe and predict chemical 
reactions. 

PS2.B: Types of Interactions 

• Newton’s law of universal gravitation and 
Coulomb’s law provide the mathematical 
models to describe and predict the effects 
of gravitational and electrostatic forces 
between distant objects. 

• Forces at a distance are explained by 
fields (gravitational, electric, and 
magnetic) permeating space that can 
transfer energy through space. Magnets or 
electric currents cause magnetic fields; 
electric charges or changing magnetic 
fields cause electric fields. 

Patterns  

• Different patterns may be observed at each 
of the scales at which a system is studied and 
can provide evidence for causality in 
explanations of phenomena.
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http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=59
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=56
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!!!!!!
Unit 4: Atomic Origins and Structure       Approximate Days:  # 45 !
Standard(s): !
HS-PS1-1.  Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of elements based on the patterns of electrons in the outermost energy level of  
                    atoms 
HS-PS1-2.  Construct and revise an explanation for the outcome of a simple chemical reaction based on the outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the 
                    periodic table, and knowledge of the patterns of chemical properties. 
HS-PS1-3.  Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical  
                     forces between particles. 
HS-PS1-8.  Develop models to illustrate the changes in the composition of the nucleus of the atom and the energy released during the processes of fission,  
                    fusion, and radioactive decay 
HS-PS2-6.   Communicate scientific and technical information about why the molecular-level structure is important in the functioning of designed materials.* 
HS-PS4-3.   Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning behind the idea that electromagnetic radiation can be described either by a wave model or a particle  
                        model, and that for some situations one model is more useful than the other. !

English Language Arts Mathematics

Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question 
(including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden 
the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, 
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.  (HS-PS2-5),
(HS-PS3-5) WHST.9-12.7 

Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital 
sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and 
limitations of each source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; 
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, 
avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and following a 
standard format for citation.  (HS-PS2-5),(HS-PS3-5) WHST.11-12.8 

Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 
research.  (HS-PS2-5), (HS-PS3-5) WHST.9-12.9 

Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and 
interactive elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, 
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest. (HS-PS3-5) SL.11-12.5

Reason abstractly and quantitatively. (HS-PS3-5) MP.2 

Model with mathematics. (HS-PS3-5MP.4) 

Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-
step problems; choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and 
interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data displays. (HS-PS2-5) 
HSN.Q.A.1 

Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptive modeling. (HS-
PS2-5) HSN.Q.A.2 

Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on measurement when 
reporting quantities. (HS-PS2-5) HSN.Q.A.3
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/9-10
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/9-10
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/11-12
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/9-10
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/9-10
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/11-12
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/11-12
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP2
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/HSN/Q
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Student Outcomes Inquiry Based Learning Activities Materials/Resources
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!
By the end of this unit, students will know:  

• Each atom has a charged substructure 
consisting of a nucleus, surrounded by 
electrons.  

• Nuclear processes, including fusion, 
fission, and radioactive decays of 
unstable nuclei, involve release or 
absorption of energy. The total number of 
neutrons plus protons does not change in 
any nuclear process. 

• Electromagnetic radiation and matter can 
be modeled as a wave or as particles. The 
wave model is useful for explaining 
many features of electromagnetic 
radiation, and the particle model explains 
other features. (HS-PS4-3)  

• A scientific theory is a substantiated 
explanation of some aspect of the natural 
world, based on a body of facts that have 
been repeatedly confirmed through 
observation and experiment and the 
science community validates each theory 
before it is accepted. If new evidence is 
discovered that the theory does not 
accommodate, the theory is generally 
modified in light of this new evidence.  

!
Students will be able to: 

• Develop a model based on evidence to 
illustrate the relationships between 
systems or between components of a 
system. 

!!
Observing Chemical Reactions Lab !
file:///C:/Users/dwilliams/Downloads/chem_observing-chemical-
reactions-lab_2017-06-16.pdf !!!!!!!!!!!
Atomic Mass Activity Lab !
file:///C:/Users/dwilliams/Downloads/chem_atomic-mass-
activity_2017-06-16%20(1).pdf !!!!!!
Electric Charge Lab !
https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-
charge-and-force/attachments/electric-charge-lab/  !!!!!!!!
Electric Tape Lab !
https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-
charge-and-force/attachments/electric-tape-lab/ 

Materials Needed: !
Materials: Observing Chemical 
Reactions Lab 

• Acetate sheet 
Reaction Grid A. 1 M 
hydrochloric acid  

• B. 0.1 M copper (II) 
sulfate  

• C. 0.1 M potassium 
iodide  

• D. 0.1 M lead (II) 
nitrate  

• E. Mossy zinc metal 
or zinc chips goggles 
aprons !!

Materials: Atomic Mass 
Activity 

• Three or four different 
samples of beans, 
balance, pencil, and 
laboratory record sheet 
and weighing dishes. !!

Materials: Electric Charge Lab 
• 2 Plastic Rods 

  
• 2 Glass Rods 
• 2 Acrylic Rods 
• Thread 
• Fur 
• Silk  
• Aluminum Foil 
• Insulated Pivot Stand !! !

Materials: Electric Tape Lab 
• Cellophane or scotch 
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https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-charge-and-force/attachments/electric-charge-lab/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-charge-and-force/attachments/electric-charge-lab/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-charge-and-force/attachments/electric-tape-lab/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/algebra-based-physics/electric-charge-and-force/attachments/electric-tape-lab/
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• Evaluate the claims, evidence, and 
reasoning behind currently accepted 
explanations or solutions to determine the 
merits of arguments. 

• Use Coulomb’s Law to solve problems  !
• Make predictions about charges 

charge-and-force/attachments/electric-tape-lab/ Resources: !
• www.NJCTL.org 

• www.nicerc.org 

• https://
www.youtube.com/
playlist?
list=PLSzDiTp_K4O
d-
AsEnJ1UoZzsCPNV
cMC6y  

• http://www.ck12.org/ 

• http://
www.ck12.org<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.
com/v2/url?
u=http-3A__www.ck1
2.org&d=CwMFaQ&c
=uVBC5aaqdp04wbC
myXNuQqcl6-
HHVF3q1DNb_Pgp7v
8&r=sNJUdrLZ_tffM
B5A06zIXFw0XW_5t
S9haJqOoP6a3l8&m=
pxqBwqiQg9FHOsDR
GvWq4yKISNIVZAG
gnFdvRehjUlc-ELL 
related resource 

• http://
bpsscience.weebly.co
m/science-and-
literacy-close-
reading-cwa--
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http://www.NJCTL.org
http://www.nicerc.org
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLSzDiTp_K4Od-AsEnJ1UoZzsCPNVcMC6y
https://excas.camden.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=LMaWx0tGr0eWjNeUCOwaI0j7Op-9NtMICMs3FlJKyZkCW_9FhMax_GU0oUvkTu5gWA2hX2BXe8k.&URL=https%253a%252f%252furldefense.proofpoint.com%252fv2%252furl%253fu%253dhttp-3A__www.ck12.org_%2526d%253dCwMFaQ%2526c%253duVBC5aaqdp04wbCmyXNuQqcl6-HHVF3q1DNb_Pgp7v8%2526r%253dsNJUdrLZ_tffMB5A06zIXFw0XW_5tS9haJqOoP6a3l8%2526m%253dBpbwsFFdRU2C0NdUjbG40fIQGdRaBBGvTE_EdhopwtQ%2526s%253dAnlb5_XcTJA18cc7RUzvsFpFi0_lDoTls69L1gwvUg8%2526e%253d
https://excas.camden.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=LMaWx0tGr0eWjNeUCOwaI0j7Op-9NtMICMs3FlJKyZkCW_9FhMax_GU0oUvkTu5gWA2hX2BXe8k.&URL=https%253a%252f%252furldefense.proofpoint.com%252fv2%252furl%253fu%253dhttp-3A__www.ck12.org%2526d%253dCwMFaQ%2526c%253duVBC5aaqdp04wbCmyXNuQqcl6-HHVF3q1DNb_Pgp7v8%2526r%253dsNJUdrLZ_tffMB5A06zIXFw0XW_5tS9haJqOoP6a3l8%2526m%253dJjdu-hpIN2GvjW3-IUigo---khQhesHzIjyH9Zz4oT0%2526s%253dpT3Pu4-tDAhsWUSgLuU6kLgyPtlwg8ypVrCogGBXALs%2526e%253d
https://excas.camden.k12.nj.us/owa/redir.aspx?C=LMaWx0tGr0eWjNeUCOwaI0j7Op-9NtMICMs3FlJKyZkCW_9FhMax_GU0oUvkTu5gWA2hX2BXe8k.&URL=https%253a%252f%252furldefense.proofpoint.com%252fv2%252furl%253fu%253dhttp-3A__www.ck12.org%2526d%253dCwMFaQ%2526c%253duVBC5aaqdp04wbCmyXNuQqcl6-HHVF3q1DNb_Pgp7v8%2526r%253dsNJUdrLZ_tffMB5A06zIXFw0XW_5tS9haJqOoP6a3l8%2526m%253dpxqBwqiQg9FHOsDRGvWq4yKISNIVZAGgnFdvRehjUlc%2526s%253dy9bC4AM3facvprLPPeIFiWnoVMmOMeg4E5jkuWHpUJA%2526e%253d
http://bpsscience.weebly.com/science-and-literacy-close-reading-cwa--more.html
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Differentiated Instruction: 
Modifications / Extensions:  How will I 
differentiate the curriculum for gifted, at-risk, etc?  

• All Learners: Guided Notes/ Graphic 
Organizers/ Study Guides Opportunities 
to rework and re-submit work  

• Assessments: Extra Time/ Use of 
notebook or reference cards/ Break into 
smaller tasks/ Word Banks/ Reduce 
choices on multiple choice questions  

!

!
What evidence will I collect that demonstrate that the students have 
achieved the objective? 

• Teacher Created: Tests Quizzes Lab Reports Mid Terms 
Final Exams  

• Alternate Assessments: Journal Responses OEQ/Short 
Responses grade using a 0-3 Rubric Lab Reports Oral 
Assessments Portfolio Projects  
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Assessments: !
NJCTL Assessments Link: !

https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/
atomic-origins/ 
  
Lab Safety Quiz 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/lab-safety-quiz/ !
Atomic Structure Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v1/ !
Atomic Structure Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v2/ !
Atomic Structure Quiz v3 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v3/ !
Nuclear Reactions Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v1/ !
Nuclear Reactions Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v2/ !
Nuclear Reactions Quiz v3 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v3/ !
Isotopes and Radioactivity Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/isotopes-radioactivity-quiz-v1/ !
Isotopes and Radioactivity Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-
origins/attachments/isotopes-radioactivity-quiz-v2/ !

!!!!
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/ !!
Bohr Model Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v1/ !
Bohr Model Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v2/ !
Bohr Model Quiz v3 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v3/ !
Electron Orbital Diagram and Electron Configuration Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-
quiz-v1/ !
Electron Orbital Diagram and Electron Configuration Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-
quiz-v2/ !
Electron Orbital Diagram and Electron Configuration Quiz v3 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-
quiz-v3/ !
Quantum Model Quiz v1 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/quantum-model-quiz-v1/ !
Quantum Model Quiz v2 
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
attachments/quantum-model-quiz-v2/ !!
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https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/lab-safety-quiz/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v2/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/atomic-structure-quiz-v3/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v2/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/nuclear-reaction-quiz-v3/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/isotopes-radioactivity-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-origins/attachments/isotopes-radioactivity-quiz-v2/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v2/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/bohr-model-quiz-v3/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-quiz-v2/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/electron-orbital-diagram-and-electron-configuration-quiz-v3/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/quantum-model-quiz-v1/
https://njctl.org/courses/science/chemistry/atomic-structure/attachments/quantum-model-quiz-v2/
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